
Not sure if miggo fits your 
camera & lens combination?
Follow 4 easy steps to find out:

1. What is your camera type?
For now, miggo models can fit only Mirrorless (CSC) and Small to Medium 
DSLR cameras. If you own a small Point & Shoot, a Bridge camera
or a large professional DSLR, unfortunately miggo will not fit your gear.

Small and Medium 
DSLR cameras

Large and Professional
  DSLR cameras

Point and Shoot camerasMirrorless (CSC) cameras

Bridge cameras



2. What is your camera’s width?
Use a measuring tape to measure your camera’s body width.
If it exceeds the sizes shown below the two cameras, then we are sorry
but your camera cannot be mounted to a miggo. Notice that the maxi-
mum width for DSLR and Mirrorless (CSC) cameras is different. 

Max Width:
5.5 inch / 14 cm 

Max Width:
4.7 inch / 12 cm

DSLR 

Mirrorless (CSC) 



3. Which lens do you plan to use?
Unless you are using a Telephoto / large Zoom lens, then you’ll probably 
on the safe side. 
Yet, we highly recommend that you measure your camera / lens
combination BEFORE ordering a miggo, as described in Step 4.



4. What is your gear circumference?
By using the following  method to measure your camera+lens’
circumference, you can insure miggo’s fit to your gear.

Prepare two simple 
measuring tools:

1. You will need a string or a cord.

 A mouse is a handy solution (-:

2. Any kind of measuring tape 
 

Start wrapping 
your camera

Note: The method we suggest

can be applied for both types:

DSLR and Mirrorless (CSC).
 

2.

3.

1.

Use the measuring tape to measure the cord’s length

Compare the results to the figures shown below.
If your gear circumference is between the minimum and  maximum 
recommended limits, you can be sure that miggo will fit.



Mirroless (CSC) Cameras:
From  8.7  To  14.2 inch 
From  22   To  36 cm

DSLR Cameras:
From 11.8  To 19.7 inch
From 30 To 50 cm

Use the measuring tape to measure the cord’s length

Compare the results to the figures shown below.
If your gear circumference is between the minimum and  maximum 
recommended limits, you can be sure that miggo will fit.


